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BRAINS ARE COMPLICATED AND SO IS THE
LEARNING PROCESS. IF LEARNING WERE EASY,
we would all be geniuses! Being able to
learn new information with the ability to retain and recall it is an expectation of die educated. Conversely, employers expect their
employees to be able to use information
to perform tasks and analyses and to solve
problems. This article is an exploration of
several theories on how we learn and how
these theories can be applied in the classroom to help students be better learners.

Learning Styles
During the 20th century, multiple learning
theories were put forward to describe
differences in learning and how to design
educational pedagogy with these differences in mind.
Carl Jung developed a learning-style
theory that focused on the connection
between learning and personality. Jung
created four learning continuums that
spanned different psychological styles of
learning. For example, one continuum
looked at extraverted versus introverted
personalities and how each type affected
learning (Cherry, 2016).
Isabel Myers and Katherine Briggs took
Jung’s work and created the Myers-Briggs
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Type Indicator, believing that there are
16 distinct personality types (Myers &
Briggs Foundation, 2017). Teachers using
this test can help determine a student’s
personality type, as well as their strengths
and preferred learning styles.
In 1956, Benjamin Bloom, along witn
Max Englehart, Edward Furst, Walter Hill
and David Krathwohl, proposed a taxonomy, now known as Bloom’s Taxonomy,
which is built on the belief that learning
is a systematic and hierarchical process.
Learning begins with remembering basic
concepts, and then moves to understanding, applying, analyzing and evaluating
these concepts, eventually being able to
take information and experiences to put
them together in a new way, i.e., creating
(Bloom et. al, 1956).
In his book Frames of Mind: The Theory
of Multiple Intelligences, Howard Gardner
(1983) posited seven learning intelligences
that focus on different modes of processing by students. For example, a student
who prefers linguistic processing finds
lecture, verbal collaboration and debate as
his or her preferred learning style.
How can we adapt these theories so
that our students learn in the most efficient way today?

Brain-based Learning
How the brain processes and retains
information has long been a source of
fascination for scientists and people in
many other occupations. Certainly, there
is much interest among teachers to understand how learners learn and how
information is processed and memories
are made.
Short-term memory, sometimes called
working memory is the part of the memory that controls what is immediately and
consciously processed. Sources of shortterm memory include what is currently
being experienced, as well as information
recalled from the brain. For example, the
task of completing a simple math problem
involves the specific numbers at hand, as
well as information from the brain that details the mathematical processes involved.
Short-term memory lasts from 10-15
seconds, up to a minute. It is thought that
short-term memory can only accommodate four to seven pieces, or chunks, of
information at a time (Mastin, 2010).
Long-term memories are memories
stored in the brain. Sources of long-term
memory include working/short-term
memory and long-term memories that
have been modified when associated with
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new information. The hippocam pus is essential to the consolidation of information
from short-term to long-term memory
(Mastin, 2010).

Eight Rules of Good Study Habits
All of this information is good, but how do
we help our students consolidate shortterm learning into long-term memories
as they study? I propose eight ways. Some
of these, like exercise and repeating to
remember, are hard to im plem ent in the
classroom due to tim e constraints. The
goal for students, however, is to practice
them in the classroom, prove effectiveness
and then use them a t home.

#1 Exercise
Tiny proteins called brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BNDF) are created when
an individual exercises, and these proteins
act like “Miracle-Gro” on the brain (Medina, 2016), “preventing the death of existing
brain cells, growing new neurons (neurogenesis) and synapses, and increasing
cognitive function” (Mental Health Daily,
2016). To reach the maximum benefit,
students should do at least 30 minuses of
aerobic exercise per day.

#2 See the Big Picture
Look at the big picture. Spending a few
m inutes surveying new m aterial can help
them organize their studying and create
w hat Barbara Oakley (2014) calls “neural
hooks,” which can help them connect new
short-term information to stored longterm information. Scanning or sum m arizing can help students understand why
they are learning new material.

#3 Set Goals
Have students write down, as opposed to
just verbalizing, their study goals. Ask them:
Where do you want to be and when? W hat
strategies or processes will you use to get
to your goal? How long will you study? How
will you know when you are successful? Encourage them to do the most difficult work
first when they are at their cognitive best
because it leads to better retention.

#4 Stay in Focused Mode
Focus is needed for learning; it is the attentive-cognitive, energy-burning process
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necessary for introducing new information to the brain. Either in the classroom
or at home, all distractions m ust be removed. Have students set a timer, say for
25 minutes, and concentrate with the goal
of understanding new material and making connections to something they already
know. Remind them to stop when their
“brain gets full.” Eventually they should be
able to have more prolonged periods of
concentration.

#5 Take Breaks
W hen studying, students should “reward”
themselves by taking breaks to avoid fatigue; short-term memory can only accommodate so much. During a break the brain
will continue to subconsciously work on the
material recently learned, a process called
off-line consolidation or diffused learning.

#6 M etacognition: Plan,
M onitor and Assess
Metacognition refers to the processes
used to “plan, m onitor and assess one’s
understanding and performance” (Chick,
n.d.). Have them ask how, what and why
questions about the material while studying. A deeper understanding and “ownership” of the material stimulates the ability
to transfer short-term learning into longterm memory.

#7 “Chunk” the Inform ation
Breaking information into small manageable bits or chunks facilitates the learning
process. If they build from the bottom up
using basic chunks of information as a
foundation, learning will increase. They
can build the next level by understanding
the relationships between the chunks
from the levels below. Additional levels
are built to reach the goals they have set.

#8 Repeat to Rem ember
New material should be reviewed within
90 m inutes of the first study session, and
then again every 24 hours for the next
few days at home or when time permits.
Studying for 20 m inutes a day for three
days is better than studying for 60 minutes on a single day! Spaced repetition and
repeating to remember will help students
consolidate short-term learning into longterm memories necessary for recall.

Conclusion
These proven strategies will help students
learn more efficiently and effectively—in
the classroom and out. Learning is not easy,
but when done correctly, the results can be
rewarding. Your students may be resistant
to these methods at first, but when they get
good at them, they probably won’t want to
quit. Students are masters of content; they
need to become masters with it. Tech
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